
WHAT IS PERFORMANCE COACHING?

Performance coaching is a form of motivation training that is aimed at helping leaders build knowledge, skills, 
and abilities to enhance their effectiveness in the workplace. The process of coaching leaders involves 
elements of continuing education, as well as exposure to a variety of ideas and philosophies regarding the 
proper management of a business.

HOW CAN A COACH HELP YOU?

Many times people are promoted into positions of leadership with little, or no formal support and 
development.  In other cases, leaders need to gain a new perspective on how they can be more effective in 
an organization.

A Performance Coach provides a safe, and objective space to explore challenges, goals, dreams, as well as 
ideas and strategies to take your knowledge, skills and abilities to the next level.

WHAT ARE THE TYPICAL RESULTS OF A COACHING PROGRAM?

Feel more confident in your role as a leader, and you  add value by adopting behaviors that support the 
vision, goals, values, and culture of your organization.

WHAT IS TIE TIMEFRAME OF A COACHING PROGRAM?

A six (6) month program will typically yield the best results.

WHAT’S THE PROCESS?

The next page outlines the end-to-end process of the six month program.
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THE PROCESS

Assessment is a critical component of the coaching process.  The goal is to get objective 
feedback about the individual being coached.  You, and a designated group will be taking a 
“363” assessment that will give you a holistic view of your strengths, as well as areas of 
opportunity for improvement. 

ASSESS

Based on the information gathered in the assessment phase, we will work together in setting 
professional, and personal goals for the coaching engagement.  It’s important to understand 
where you want to go, and what you want to achieve throughout this process.

SET GOALS

Once your goals have been articulated, we will develop a written plan including action steps, 
milestones, and measures that are used as the guide and focus throughout the coaching 
engagement.

BUILD PLAN

At this point, the coaching plan is presented to the “sponsor(s)” typically your manager, as 
well as human resources for their suggested changes, approval, and ongoing support.

SPONSOR

The plan is now ready to be implemented.  We schedule regular bi-weekly meetings to begin 
the coaching engagement, and work toward the goals with regular reports out to the 
sponsors identified in the coaching plan.

IMPLEMENT

Measurement is typically accomplished through the stakeholders / sponsors experience with 
the changes that have been observed over the course of the coaching engagement.  A long-
term plan is established for on-going progress and success once the coaching engagement is 
completed. 

MEASURE

The following outlines the basic process followed to ensure focus, action, as well as accountability for everyone 
involved throughout the coaching engagement.  The primary goal is to be sure that everyone understands what is 
expected, and the role they play in the process. 


